
A LIFE UPSIDE DOWN

Chapter: 1382
“Make a ghost movie! This is a fight between gods! My god, I said, I saw a
post on a forum before, saying that there are supermen in this world, and
these supermen are one by one. It can fly into the sky and escape, with
infinite power! I didn’t believe it before, thinking it was a joke, but now it
seems to be true. There is indeed a superman in this world!”
A man said excitedly.
The other man next to him got excited too, hurriedly pushed him, and asked,
“What forum is it? Send me the link to the post.”
“It was deleted a long time ago. That post was deleted after only a few
minutes of existence. I thought it was a post at that time. Now it seems to be
true, true!”
When the other people heard it, they were excited and yearning. Their gazes
looked closely at the two figures on Junlin Mountain.
It’s a pity that the distance is too far, and there are many tall trees in the
middle, which makes them often unable to see the two figures and can only
hear the shocking sound, which makes them feel like a cat scratched in their
hearts.
To them, it was like discovering the gods, they couldn’t wait to get in touch
with each other, and they had already ignored the danger.
“They seem to be on the other side of the mountain. Let’s go and chase
them!”
“I think this must be a superman, otherwise it is a fairy! If this is appreciated
by them and accept us as disciples, then we will make a lot of money!”
“That is, with my aptitude, the gods will definitely follow me!”
All of them were very excited, as if they were a few steps that could climb
the sky in one step. Just imagine, if they were so powerful, they wouldn’t be
walking sideways in society. Who would dare to offend them by then?
Those who were not pleasing to the eye before can now take revenge. It’s
cool to think of that picture!
So they couldn’t wait to rush over.
However, they didn’t get too close, and they were blocked by a group of
people in black.
“Nowhere, leave quickly!”
Immediately there was a strong man looking at them with threatening eyes.
These people in black knew that they weren’t simple characters at first
glance. They felt the aura and persuaded them. The more they were like this,
the more it became clear that the two people fighting on the top of the
mountain must be gods! Even if it is not a god, it is a superhuman existence.
“Junlin Mountain is not a military powerhouse, why don’t you let us in!”
“That’s right, what’s the matter with us going in, this is our right.”
“Don’t think that you are fierce, you can deprive us of power.”
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Obviously, this is a group of college students who are quite educated, and all
they say are cultural.
However, when they get here, even if they are educated, they won’t be able
to use it.
The sturdy man, his face sank directly, and he snorted heavily and said, “Go
away! Otherwise, don’t blame me for being impolite!”
When he said that, he geared up, as if they didn’t leave, they started beating
people.
The group of college students, they were all frightened, and couldn’t help
taking a few steps back.
Just when they were at a loss, at this moment, suddenly from the top of the
mountain, an arrogant voice came, “Hahaha, Lin Ziming, you have no
physical strength, this time you are not dead!”
When this group of college students heard this voice, their heartbeat
accelerated a lot, and there was an indescribable fear and awe.
Then, there was another lazy voice, “Lei Zhen, I have already figured out
your skill. In this case, you have no value. Lie down for me.”
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